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Liquid metal (LM) has attracted tremendous interest over the past decade for its enabling combination of
high electrical and thermal conductivity and low mechanical compliance and viscosity. Eﬀorts to harness
LM in electronics, robotics, and biomedical applications have largely involved methods to encapsulate
the liquid so that it can support functionality without leaking or smearing. In recent years, there has been
increasing interest in LM “nanocomposites” in which either liquid metal is mixed with metallic
nanoparticles or nanoscale droplets of liquid metal are suspended within a soft polymer matrix. Both of
these material systems represent an important step towards utilizing liquid metal for breakthrough
applications. In this minireview, we present a brief overview of recent progress over the past few years in
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methods to synthesize LM nanomaterials and utilize them as transducers for sensing, actuation, and
energy harvesting. In particular, we focus on techniques for stable synthesis of LM nanodroplets,
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suspension of nanodroplets within various matrix materials, and methods for incorporating metallic
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nanoparticles within an LM matrix.

Introduction
Metals that are liquid at room temperature have the potential
for transformative impact in applications that depend on
combining high electrical or thermal conductivity with extreme
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mechanical compliance and deformability.1 Over the past
decade, liquid metal (LM) alloys like eutectic gallium–indium
(EGaIn) and gallium–indium–tin (Galinstan) have been shown
to provide a unique functional role in applications ranging from
so and stretchable “second skin” electronics for wearable
sensing2–4 to stimuli-responsive actuators capable of eldcontrolled motion and reversible shape change5–7 and intracellular drug delivery.8 Such applications of LM in wearable electronics, so robotics, and nanomedicine have largely focused
on ways to encapsulate the liquid so that it can remain intact
during interaction with other materials. While the use of
microuidic channels of liquid metal encapsulated in so
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elastomer remains a popular approach,2,4 there has been
increasing interest in material systems composed of a suspension of LM droplets that are either isolated from each other or
connected to form electrically conductive pathways.9,10 In recent
years, these latter eﬀorts have merged with practices in LMbased nanotechnology11 to enable a new domain of research
on the topic of liquid metal nanocomposites.
LM nanocomposites represent material systems in which LM
alloys like EGaIn or Galinstan are either suspended as nanoscale droplets within a so polymer matrix or mixed with
metallic nanoparticles to form a biphasic composition in which
the LM functions as the continuous matrix phase. In either case,
LM nanocomposites represent a potential paradigm-shi in
how we tailor the electrical, dielectric, and thermal properties of
so materials. Historically, eﬀorts to alter such properties in
so materials have typically focused on particle-lled composites with rigid metal, ceramic nanoparticles, or carbon allotropes. However, such ller materials lead to increased stiﬀness
and mechanical hysteresis, especially at the high concentrations required for percolation and electrical conductivity. While
acceptable for some applications, such a trade-oﬀ is greatly
limiting for emerging technologies in computing, robotics, and
medicine that require mechanical compliance matching with
so materials and biological tissue. In this respect, replacing
rigid ller with LM nanodroplets can signicantly broaden the
range of applications in which nanocomposite materials can be
used.
Here, we review recent advances in methods to synthesize
LM nanocomposites and their application for so-matter
sensing, actuation, and energy harvesting. We begin with
summarizing technical background and progress in methods to
synthesize nanoscale LM droplets that can form stable
suspensions within solvents. Next, we cover recent developments in LM-polymer nanocomposites that are comprised of
LM nanodroplets embedded within a so, elastomeric medium.
Lastly, we discuss parallel eﬀorts in creating material systems in
which rigid metallic nanoparticles are embedded within bulk
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liquid metal. Such “biphasic” compositions result in a pastelike substance that can be engineered to have intriguing electrical, magnetic, and stimuli-responsive properties.

LM nanodroplet synthesis
Typically, the rst step in creating LM nanocomposites is to
prepare a dispersion of liquid metal nanodroplets within
a solvent.12 Over the past decade, researchers have developed
techniques to create stabilized LM nanodroplets for a range of
droplet sizes, size distributions (dispersity), surfactants, and
solvents. Earlier research focused on ultrasonication of EGaIn
with
1-dodecanethiol
(C12)
and
3-mercapto-N-nonylpropionamide (1ATC9).13 Droplet stabilization was attributed
to chemical reaction of sulfur atoms with the surface of the
EGaIn droplets as well as surface oxidation (Fig. 1a). Yamaguchi
et al.14 likewise found that C12SH and surface oxidation had
a central role in regulating the stability of LM nanodroplets
synthesized with ultrasonication. In their study, Ga nanodroplets with an average diameter of 35 nm were synthesized
(Fig. 1b). They also observed that reaction temperature in the
range of 20  C to 50  C had an inuence on mean droplet size
and distribution. Ga nanodroplets prepared by ultrasonication
at 50  C had a larger mean diameter (60 nm), which is 1.7
times of that for nanoparticles synthesized at 20  C. However,
the size of 35 nm Ga nanoparticles synthesized at 20  C did
not increase by elevating the temperature to 50  C aer the
synthesis.
LM nanodroplets synthesized with this method have been
used to create stretchable electronic circuits through pressurecontrolled “sintering” of a lm of droplets deposited on a so
elastomeric substrate as shown in Fig. 1c.15,16 For example,
Boley et al.15 performed ultrasonication of EGaIn in ethanol and
compared the ease of sintering with droplets synthesized with
or without 1ATC9. In this way, they could examine the functional role of a thiol-capped self-assembled monolayer versus
gallium oxide coating in resisting or facilitating mechanical
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Synthesis of LM nanodroplets. (a) liquid-phase eutectic
gallium–indium (EGaIn) alloy nanoparticles prepared by molecular
self-assembly and assisted by sonication. Reproduced with permission,13 copyright 2011, American Chemical Society. (b) SEM image of
Ga nanoparticles prepared by 40% power ultrasonication at 20  C for
120 min (scale bar: 1 mm) with particle size distribution. Reproduced
with permission,14 copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. (c) Human hand
wearing inkjet functionalized nitrile glove with arrays of strain gauges,
intricate wiring, and contact pads comprised of EGaIn nanoparticles.
Reproduced with permission,15 copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. (d) Top:
schematic illustration of the impregnation process of Ga particles
stabilized with gallic acid embedded into a paper membrane –
bottom: SEM image shows the successful incorporation Ga particles in
the membrane, reproduced with permission,24 copyright 2019, Royal
Society of Chemistry. (e) Schematic depicting the mechanism leading
to the production of stable liquid metal nanoparticles with poly(1octadecene-alt-maleic anhydride) (POMA). (f) Left: hydrodynamic size
distribution of the POMA grafted EGaIn NPs; the inset shows the NP
colloidal suspension. Center-/right: TEM images of the produced
nanoparticles. Reproduced with permission,25 copyright 2019, Royal
Society of Chemistry.
Fig. 1

sintering. More recently, laser sintering was introduced as
a remote activation method to rupture the oxide skin of LM
droplets and transform nonconductive LM nanoparticle lms
into electrically conductive patterns. This method is particularly
suitable for small (<70 nm) LM droplets.17,18 Finkenauer et al.19
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explored the role of surfactants in nanodroplet synthesis in even
greater detail by investigating droplet mean size, size distribution, and yield for a variety of surfactants with thiol, amine, and
carboxylic acid functionality. Among these, they found that
thiol-based surfactants, in particular 1-octadecanethiol, were
the most eﬀective for synthesizing LM nanodroplets with relatively high yield and low dispersity compared to surfactant-free
ultrasonication in ethanol. Such results are consistent with the
ndings of Farrell et al.,20 who showed that various thiols had
diﬀerent inuences on moderating gallium oxide growth and
claimed that these modications can be captured by the Cabrera–Mott oxidation model. More recently, Morris et al. have
explored various chemical treatments to synthesize EGaIn
nanodroplets with varied oxide shell thickness (between 1.28
and 4.46 nm) while maintain an average diameter of 50 nm for
EGaIn nanodroplets.21 They showed that the stiﬀness of LM
nanoparticles increases up to two orders of magnitude as the
shell thickness increases. This implies the critical role of the
oxide shell on structural and functional properties of LM
nanocomposites. In addition to chemical treatment, physical
surface modication like nanotexturing of LM droplets22,23 can
be utilized to further engineer the surface of LM droplets and
tune the interface properties for LM nanocomposites.
Alternatively, immersion mixing can be utilized to synthesize
LM nanoparticles. In an earlier study by Tevis et al.,26 EGaIn
nano-/microparticles (6 nm to 10 mm) were synthesized by
mixing bulk EGaIn in an acidic carrier uid. More recently, the
researchers applied this method to synthesis of undercooled
LM micro-/nanoparticles such as Field's metal (eutectic
bismuth–indium–tin) and eutectic bismuth–tin droplets.27,28
This synthesis method has been further extended by immersion
mixing of LM droplets in polymers for LM polymer composites29
and by incorporation of metallic llers for biphasic LM
composites, as will be discussed later.
More recently, there has been exciting progress in the
introduction of novel LM nanodroplet synthesis techniques and
applications. This includes creation of gallium droplets in gallic
acid (GA) and impregnating the GA-coated gallium particles in
paper as illustrated in Fig. 1d.24 As with previous eﬀorts in LM
sintering, pressure was used to fuse the Ga nanodroplets
together to create a conductive paper composite with 1.5 
102 S cm1 volumetric conductivity. In a separate study, cellulous nanobers were sonicated with EGaIn nanodroplets that
led to producing bilayer exible lms with high conductivity (up
to 8.9  105 S m1) and diﬀerent optical reectivity on each
side.30 For this materials system, the combination of rapid
solvent evaporation, nanodroplet precipitation, and presence of
nanobers caused a spontaneous coalescence of LM
nanodroplets.
Lin et al.25 has demonstrated rapid and facile synthesis of
EGaIn nanodroplets in under 5 minutes through ultrasonic
agitation of EGaIn in a mixture of water and poly(1-octadecenealt-maleic anhydride) dissolved in toluene (Fig. 1e, f).
Researchers have also introduced alternative methods for
creating LM nanodroplets using combined ultrasonication and
microuidics31 and droplet nebulization.32 The latter uses
ultrasonication, but for the purpose of creating nanodroplets
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through the collapse of vapor cavities formed at the LM-solvent
interface rather than by shear-controlled synthesis. Lastly, there
has been increasing interest in utilizing LM nanodroplets for
injection in blood for imaging33 or near-infrared photothermal
tumor ablation34 as well as for nanoparticular mediated polymerization.35,36 Although not directly related to LM nanocomposites, these applications demonstrate the extraordinary
versatility of liquid metal nanoparticles and their potential for
wide impact in elds ranging from polymer engineering to
nanomedicine.

LM-polymer nanocomposites
So LM-polymer composites were initially synthesized by shear
mixing of bulk LM in an uncured elastomer using a planetary
centrifugal mixer.9 LM droplets suspended in these composites
are polydisperse with average size of 10 to 140 mm depending on
the polymer viscosity, LM volume fraction, and other processing
parameters.12,37–40 Increasing the shear force and mechanical
agitation with immersion mixer can further reduce the size of
LM droplets down to 2 mm and smaller with a uniform distribution.29 Breaking LM droplets into nanoparticles with shear
mixing becomes challenging due to the dominant surface
tension of LM at this scale. Recently, Pan et al. have successfully
synthesized so and stretchable LM-polymer nanocomposites
with diﬀerent droplet sizes.12 Ultrasound sonication was
utilized to rst prepare LM nanodroplets with uniform size
distribution and an average diameter of 100 nm (Fig. 2a).
Subsequently, the nanodroplets with a small amount of solvent
were uniformly dispersed in uncured polymer using a planetary
mixer. This scalable manufacturing process was used to
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fabricate stretchable dielectric actuators and energy harvesters
with tailored LM nanostructures (Fig. 2a).
The native metallic oxide skin (i.e. Ga2O3) of LM that forms
spontaneously around the droplets can be used as a nucleation
site to initiate a polymerization reaction and for in situ functionalization of LM nanodroplets (Fig. 2b). Yan et al. introduced
surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP)
as a versatile synthesis method for LM-polymer nanocomposites.41 Polymer-coated LM nanodroplets are highly
stable in organic solvents, in water, and in polymer matrices at
high concentrations (up to 50 wt%). Various thermoset and
thermoelastic polymer brushes such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(n-butyl methacrylate) (PBMA), poly(2dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) and poly(nbutyl acrylate) (PBA) were graed from EGaIn nanodroplets
using SI-ATRP. The size of LM droplets varied from 100 nm to
1 mm for diﬀerent monomers and synthetic parameters selected
for ATRP reactions (Fig. 2b). Each of these polymers have
diﬀerent glass transition temperatures (Tg) and elastic moduli
suitable for fabrication of LM-polymer nanocomposites with
tunable structural and functional properties.29,41,42
Atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) is one of the
most powerful and robust controlled/living radical polymerization (CRP) techniques.43 In ATRP, radicals are intermittently
converted to dormant species to diminish contribution of
radical termination. The dormant species, typically alkyl
halides, are reversibly activated by low-oxidation state transition
metal complexes (typically CuI with N-based ligand), to form
propagating radicals. The radicals are quickly (aer a few ms)
deactivated by higher-oxidation state transition metal
complexes (X–CuII) to re-generate the dormant chain ends.

Fig. 2 Synthesis of LM-polymer composites. (a) Left: microscopic images of EGaIn micro/nanodroplets with diameter of O(10 mm), O(1 mm), and
O(100 nm). The far left image presents the top view of a composite with an elastomer matrix and O(10 mm) droplets made by shear mixing bulk
EGaIn with elastomer. Center: schematic shows the preparation of LM-nanocomposites. Right: image of stretched LM–elastomer nanocomposite (silver; annular shape) on a silicone elastomer carrier ﬁlm (semitransparent). Reproduced with permission,12 copyright 2019, WileyVCH. (b) LM-nanocomposites prepared by surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization. Reproduced with permission,41 copyright 2019,
Nature Publishing Group. (c) Schematic illustration of atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) and materials made by this technique. (d)
Schematic illustration of the synthesis of “litchi”- and “passion fruit”-like EGaIn@ZIF-8 NPs. Pre-synthesized EGaIn@PVP nanodroplets are mixed
with 2-methylimidazole (2-MI) and Zn2+ at diﬀerent L/M ratios (N ¼ 2 and 1). Reproduced with permission,49 copyright 2020, Royal Society of
Chemistry.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Equilibrium between dormant and growing species is strongly
shied to the side of dormant species as shown in Fig. 2c.44 New
ATRP techniques allow use of strongly diminished amounts of
Cu-based catalysts (to a few parts per million) in the presence of
environmentally friendly reducing agents.45 The bottom part of
Fig. 2c illustrates some polymeric materials prepared by ATRP.46
They include block and gradient copolymers, molecular
brushes, hyperbranched and multifunctional polymers, modied surfaces and functionalized nanoparticles. First initiators
are attached to the surface of substrates and then in the presence of catalysts dense brushes (up to 1 chain per nm2) can be
grown from the inorganic surfaces.47 The application of surfaceinitiated polymerization to stabilize LM nanodroplets enabled
the fabrication of nanocomposites by direct assembly of
polymer-modied LM nanodroplets.41 This ‘one-component’
approach to composite material fabrication fundamentally
diﬀers from the established mixing or dispersion of binary
(matrix/LM ller) systems in that phase separation of components is inhibited. In a similar approach but without any
molecular initiator, the sonication of LMs in an aqueous solution of vinyl monomers was used to generate LM nanodroplets
(100 nm) with graed polymers.36 It is postulated that LM
nanoparticles serve as an initiator for free radical polymerization of vinyl-based monomers such as acrylamide. This implies
LM droplets are chemically active and can be used to promote
new chemical reactions. Another example of this is a study by
Chang et al. where they synthesize 1D coordination polymers by
in situ etching of zerovalent metal particle precursors.48
Another class of polymer coated LM nanodroplets was
recently introduced for the growth of metal–organic frameworks (MOFs).49 An aqueous solution of poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) and EGaIn were sonicated to form PVP
coated LM nanodroplets (Fig. 2d). Presence of PVP stabilized
LM nanodroplets, reduced the size of droplets down to 23.7 nm,
and most importantly allowed growth of zeolitic imidazolate
frameworks (ZIFs). Size and conguration of ZIF-encapsulated
EGaIn nanoparticles can be simply controlled by varying the
ligand to metal ion ratio. Enhanced photothermal response was
observed from ZIF–EGaIn nanocomposites regardless of
detachment of PVP coating due to high temperature of light
irritation.49 In addition.
Similar to other nanomaterials, connement of LM droplets
to nanoscale inuences their thermal stability and crystallization temperature which opens up new possibilities for so LM
composites as low-temperature wearables.29,50 In a systematic
study, it was shown that independent of presence of coating, the
choice of polymer matrix, and processing conditions EGaIn
micro-/nanodroplets show signicantly enhanced supercooling
eﬀect.29 Their freezing temperature suppressed to 84.1  C
from 5.9  C and their melting point reduced to 25.6  C from
+17.8  C based on calorimetric measurements and dynamic
mechanical analysis. Similar supercooling eﬀect was observed
for eutectic Ga–In–Sn nanodroplets and it was shown the
superconducting properties remain nearly constant at low
temperatures.50 Comparable solidication and melting phase
change behavior were also observed for Galinstan where
Galinstan-PDMS composites remain so and exible at lower
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temperatures (below 20  C) compared to bulk Galinstan.51 The
supercooling eﬀect was initially observed for pure Ga and Gabased nanoparticles and elucidated by the coexistence of
liquid and solid phase.14,52,53 The supercooling eﬀect limits the
application of LM nanodroplets in composites with stiﬀness
tuning capability as solid–liquid phase transition occurs at
extremely low temperature. Unlike LM nanodroplets, phase
transition of micro-/macroscale LM droplets54–57 and uidic
channels58–60 have been be used for rigidity tuning and shape
morphing with potential applications in so robotics.6,61
In recent years, LM nanodroplets have been used as
stretchable conductors in emerging electronics. Nanoscale
superconductors composed of Ga–In–Sn alloys were introduced
by Ren et al. in 2016.50 Nanosized LM droplets with thiol ligands
were used as conductors in the printed exible circuits using
inkjet printing, laser lithography, and handwriting. Similar to
LM-polymer composites with microdroplets, mechanical sintering is required to rupture the oxide skin and make the
composites electrically conductive. Alternatively, freezing can
be utilized for activation of printed LM-polymer composites.62
Crystalized LM droplets at low temperature expand and consequently diﬀuse together to form a percolating network (Fig. 3a,
b). Utilizing solid–liquid phase transition of LMs to compress
inclusions and induce conductivity have led to development of
“electrical switch” controlled by temperature.39,63 At low
temperatures, LM droplets solidify, expand, and compressed
against adjacent particles to form a conductive network in the
polymer matrix. When the temperature increases, LM droplets
shrink and composite show signicantly high electrical resistance like an insulator. Unlike mechanical and laser sintering of
LM particles, this activation of LM nanodroplets is reversible,
but it is restricted to composites with micron-sized LM
droplets.63
Ultrasonication of bulk EGaIn in chloroform-hydrochloric
acid with 1 to 0.01 ratio and varied sonication durations
forms LM droplets with average particles sizes of 600 nm to 1.28
mm.64 If these LM micro-/nanodroplets are shear mixed with
a low weight fraction (z0.6 wt%) of graphene akes within
elastomer medium and press-rolled, robust electrically
conductive exible composites can be fabricated. They show
self-healing behavior and stable conductivity even under relatively high mechanical pressure because of the “worked” LMgraphene co-llers.
Potential applications of LM-polymer composites have been
explored in many studies leading to innovations in the thriving
eld of printed stretchable electronics.4 The unique properties
of LM nanodroplets can potentially further expand these
application domains. For instance, nanoscale LM inclusions are
capable of enhancing the dielectric properties of elastomers
without signicantly degrading their breakdown strength.12
This leads to the development of so and stretchable dielectric
actuators and energy harvesters with largely enhanced electrotechnical performance (Fig. 3c).12,65 Another advantage of
nanosized LM droplets is the suppression of freezing temperature. Tailored LM-polymer nanocomposites that remain so at
low temperatures (down to 80  C), yet show high thermal
conductivity, are suitable for thermoelectric energy

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Application of LM-polymer composites. (a) Left: SEM image of inactivated LM-composite ink. Center: schematic diagrams of the principle
of pressing activation and freezing activation. Right: optical and SEM images of inactivated and activated LMS inks. In the SEM images, after
activation, the separated LM microdroplets are sintered to a continuous LM network. Reproduced with permission,62 copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH.
(b) Potential applications in (I) multilayer circuits, (II) soft sensors, and (III) pressing-on switch (scale bar is 8 mm). Reproduced with permission,62
copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH. (c) Image of one actuation cycle of dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) with unﬁlled elastomer as reference and
LM–elastomer nanocomposite. The DEA with LM–elastomer achieves more signiﬁcant actuation than unﬁlled elastomer (scale bar is 5 mm).
Right: blocking force of DEAs. Reproduced with permission,12 copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. (d) Left: an implementation of a wearable pulse
oximeter circuit interfaced with a hybrid thermoelectric generator (TEG) for health monitoring in extreme cold weathers. Right: a representative
photoplethysmogram (PPG) waveform collected from the self-powered pulse oximetry circuit (inset: detected common features of a cardiac
cycle). Reproduced with permission,29 copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
Fig. 3

harvesting.29 This family of cold-resistant nanocomposites is
used in the development of self-powered bioelectronic sleeve
capable of monitoring individual's heart rate in cold weather
conditions as shown in Fig. 3d.29 This result indicates that LMpolymer nanocomposites with high thermal stability can be
potentially used in wide range of technologies from aerospace
engineering to healthcare and medical applications.

Biphasic LM-metal nanoparticle
composites
Doping metallic elements into the oxide shell or the liquid core
of LM droplets enables formation of biphasic LM-based
composites with new functionalities and enhanced properties.
For instance, deposition of a solid metallic layer (i.e. Au and Ag)
on the outer layer of LM droplets forms a core–shell biphasic
LM composite. Regardless of initial research eﬀorts such as
galvanic replacement reaction, the biphasic Au and Ag coated
LM droplets were formed in irregular nanostructures and were
not able to retain their shape over time at small scale.71 David
and Miki recently introduced a controllable process for
synthesis of Au-encapsulated LM submicron droplets.66 This
was accomplished by separating the sonication step from
galvanic reaction. As result, individual spherical LM droplets
coated with a thin layer of Au or bimetallic AuGa2 nanoparticles
were obtained (Fig. 4a). The new biphasic LM–Au composites
showed structural stability over time and can be mechanically
sintered to from conductive traces for exible circuits.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Alternatively, rigid metallic particles such as Au, Ag, Cu, Fe,
Ni, and W can be mixed with liquid phase Ga-based alloys to
form “paste-like” biphasic inks for printed stretchable electronics and emerging devices.7 Liu's group have introduced
various biphasic LM-metal composites aiming for enhanced
thermal, electrical, and mechanical properties.67 Semiliquid/
semisolid composites with copper, gallium, and indium
elements show a high electrical conductivity of 6  106 S m1
and thermal conductivity of 50 W m1 K1. Moreover, their
rheological properties make them suitable for printed ne
electrical circuits with a strong bonding to print substrates
(Fig. 4b). More recently, biphasic LM-tungsten composites (LMW) were synthesized to enhance the wettability and thermal
conductivity of LM-based functional materials.72 Despite the
resistance of tungsten to form alloys with Ga-based LM at room
temperature, tungsten powder (12 mm in diameter) was
successfully mixed with LM in oxygen-rich environments. The
biphasic LM-W composites were chemically stable at room
temperature and could be used as thermal interface due to the
integration of rigid particles of tungsten with a thermal
conductivity of 173 W m1 K1. The highest level of thermal
conductivity was achieved for 40% volume fraction of tungsten
with a two-to threefold enhancement in thermal conductivity (2
 2.28 W m1 K1 for Ga and 57  2.08 W m1 K1 for
EGaInSn). Another family of biphasic composites named “GIN”
was synthesized by low speed shear mixing of nickel (Ni) powder
(20% mass fraction) in bulk EGaIn.73 Compared to pure LM,
biphasic GIN shows superior wettability and strong adhesion to
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Fig. 4 Biphasic LM-composites for epidermal applications. (a) SEM images of deposited AuGa2-LM and Au-LM after galvanic replacement with 1
and 10 mM KAuBr4–KOH. Reproduced with permission,66 copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Left: schematic of the particles inside
liquid metal. Left-inset: rugged surface of biphasic LM-composite (top view), Right-inset: liquid bridges formed between solid particles (crosssectional view). Reproduced with permission,67 copyright 2017, American Society of Chemistry. (c) Top: the Ni-EGaIn electronic tattoo heater
designed in a variety of shapes with various heating eﬀects. Middle: schematic and photo of Ni-EGaIn electronic tattoo electrodes with polymethacrylate (PMA) interface. Bottom: a 3-electrode EMG recordings printed on the forearm of a healthy volunteer along with the EMG
recordings under diﬀerent hand gestures. Reproduced with permission,68 copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. (d) Top: stretchable biphasic conductor
formed by physical vapor deposition of gallium onto an alloying metal ﬁlm. Bottom: soft optoelectronic assembly and transducers enabled by
intrinsically stretchable biphasic metallization. Bottom left: photo showing the soft matrix of microheaters wrapped on a human arm.
Temperature gradients along the x-axis are indicated by the blue arrow. Bottom right: infrared images of a 3  3 matrix of microheaters on the
human forearm while sequentially heating one row after the other (scale bars are 10 mm except for zoomed microheater picture is 1 mm).
Reproduced with permission,69 copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. (e) Soft, stretchable, and ultrathin printed electronic tattoos prepared by
EGaIn-assisted room-temperature sintering of silver nanoparticles. Top: transferred electronic tattoo to human ﬁngertip. Bottom: the printed
biphasic conductors transferred to the highly textured surface of a toy brain. Reproduced with permission,70 copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.

paper making them suitable for direct-writing of paper-based
exible electronics.
In addition to enhanced thermal conductivity, semisolid
LM–Ni composites show high electrical conductivity and large
deformability when deposited on elastomer substrate (i.e. Ecoex). For EGaIn–Ni composites with 15% mass fraction of Ni
microparticles, a high conductivity of 1.6  106 S m1 was
reported.74 Printing LM–Ni composites with rolling brush has
being used for fabrication of wireless healthcare wearables
embedded in layers of Ecoex. In a follow-up study, the elastomeric substrate was replaced by polymethacrylate (PMA) glue
to allow direct transfer of EGaIn–Ni conductive ink to human
skin.68 Various epidermal electronics such as LED arrays,
heaters, and temperature sensors were fabricated using this
fabrication method (Fig. 4c).
Noble metals such as Au and Ag can be used as a wetting/
alloying template to create biphasic LM composites for highresolution printed electronics. Intrinsically stretchable Ga-
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based biphasic conductors were initially introduced by Hirsch
et al.69 To prepare the solid–liquid lm conductors, liquid Ga
was evaporated on an elastomer substrate with a patterned
wetting/alloying lm. Using sputtered Au as the alloying lm
overcame the high surface tension of LM and formed a continuous conductive network while evaporated Ga did not bond to
bare elastomer surfaces (Fig. 4d – top). Aer optimizing the Au/
Ga ratio, epidermal exion sensor skin and so wearable
microheaters were fabricated by these biphasic LM lms
(Fig. 4d-bottom). Later, inkjet-printed Ag nanoparticles were
utilized an alternative alloying pattern by Tavakoli et al.70,75 A
thin layer of EGaIn was deposited on Ag nanoparticles printed
on a temporary tattoo paper to create ultrathin stretchable
conductors for skin-like electronics termed “electronic tattoo”.70
Room-temperature sintered Ag nanoparticles form a new
biphasic LM-Ag alloy with high electrical conductivity (4.8 
106 S m1) and large maximum failure strain (up to 120%) when
coated with elastomer. In addition, the low-cost, scalable,
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practical fabrication process of LM-Ag composites facilitate
fabrication of various electronic skins transferable to human
body or objects with complex 3D geometry (Fig. 4e). It should be
mentioned that most printed biphasic LM-metal conductors
can be interfaced with rigid microelectronic chips and processors through liquid metal soldering.76
Integration of magnetic particles such as Fe and Ni into
liquid metals has untapped new functions for LM-based
systems. For instance, gadolinium (Gd) can be dissolved in
Galinstan to create precipitated Gd nanoparticles (up to 2%)
within LM.77 This process results in LM-based ferrouid that
demonstrate macroscopic magnetic properties and can be used
for magnetocaloric refrigeration. More recently, bulk EGaIn and
Fe particles were mixed in HCl solution in order to create LM
foam responsive to external magnetic elds.78 In a similar
approach, Galinstan was mixed with Fe particles to be used as
a magnetoactive paste for adaptive bioelectrodes (Fig. 5a).
Reversible stiﬀness tuning within the kPa to MPa range (factor
of 1000) was reported for this class of Galinstan–Fe composites.79 Potential applications of this novel magnetoactive
composite was demonstrated by fabrication of so implanted
electrodes or penetrating bioelectrodes that can be controlled

Magnetically responsive LM-composites. (a) Left: schematic
illustration and photographs demonstrating the preparation of
LM-based magnetoactive slurries (LMMS). The liquid Galinstan
becomes slurry-like after mixing with the Fe particles in the HCl
solution. Right: a cylindrical shape molded under the ﬁeld from
a permanent magnet showing no deformation under a 50 g weight.
Reproduced with permission,79 Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. (b) Topleft: illustration of the direct patterning of LM using magnetic ﬁeld.
Top-right: detailed operation steps for liquid metal patterning.
Bottom: photographs of LM patterns on diﬀerent substrates including
planar substrates and curved surfaces of an eggshell and the inner wall
of the glass vial (scale bars are 10 mm). Reproduced with permission,81
copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
Fig. 5
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with external magnetic eld. In general, LM-based magnetic
materials have a great potential as actuators in so robotics.80
Another innovative application of magnetically responsive LMcomposites is in magnetic-assisted direct-writing of stretchable electronics.81 In this versatile manufacturing technique,
the liquid core of LM droplets acts as the ink and also a carrier
of Ni magnetic particles. When a magnetic eld is applied
through a substrate, Ni particles aggregate and enable remote
manipulation of ink resulting in direct patterning of LMs on
variety of substrates (Fig. 5b).

Outlook & future work
Research in liquid metal nanocomposites and nanodroplet
systems is still in its nascent stages, with tremendous opportunities for continued scientic advancements and technological impact. The work reported here represents early eﬀorts to
synthesize LM nanomaterial systems and characterize their
elastic, rheological, electrical, thermal, and electromagnetic
properties. Further progress will depend on methods that can
precisely control the average size, size distribution, and yield of
LM nanodroplets with a wide variety of surfactants, polymer
coatings, and dispersion media.
As these methods are further rened, there will be an
increasing need for theoretical models and computational tools
that aid in the design of LM nanocomposites with target
material properties. Using a computational method based on
fast Fourier transform, Dehnavi et al.82 showed predictions for
the increase in thermal conductivity of LM-polymer composites
as a function of LM droplet volume fraction that were in good
agreement with experimental measurements made by Tutika
et al.83 Recently, Cohen & Bhattacharya introduced a model
based on nite element analysis to predict the electromechanical coupling of electrically conductive LM-embedded elastomer
composites.84 Although further work is required to show
agreement with experimental measurements, this model does
make predictions that are consistent with experimental observations that the change in electrical resistance with stretch is
dependent on the spatial distribution of the percolating
network of droplets.
Future eﬀorts should also address challenges with interfacing LM nanocomposites with other materials and functional
elements. For example, as shown in Fig. 4e, applications in thinlm and stretchable electronics typically require surfacemounted microelectronic components. The electrical connections formed between conductive LM nanomaterials and the
pins of these packaged microelectronics must be robust and
remain electrically stable under mechanical loading. Another
challenge that needs to be addressed is the corrosion and
embrittlement of metals (i.e. aluminum and copper) induced by
Ga-based alloys. It has been illustrated that surface modied
LM nanodroplets show stable anti-corrosion eﬀect (even in
direct contact with aluminum).85 While the LM nanodroplets
possess high thermal conductivity, they become electrically
insulating. Likewise, eﬀorts to use biphasic LM-metal nanomaterials for thermal management in computing devices
should also address issues related to thermal contact resistance
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and intermetallic alloying or corrosion. As LM nanocomposites
and nanodroplet systems nd widening applications in electronics, medicine, and so robotics over the forthcoming years,
new sets of target properties and metrics of performance will
emerge. Addressing these will depend on continued advancements in LM nanomaterial synthesis and design at the intersection of chemistry, polymer engineering, computational
modeling, and nanotechnology.
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